
Unveiling the Darksteel Eye: A
Comprehensive Guide to Magic: The
Gathering's Mirrodin Cycle
In the annals of Magic: The Gathering, few worlds hold as much intrigue
and captivating lore as Mirrodin, a plane where metal and flesh collide in an
eternal struggle. Central to this enigmatic realm lies the Darksteel Eye, a
formidable artifact that shapes the course of the Mirrodin Cycle, a series of
expansions that have left an enduring mark on the game.

The Dawn of Mirrodin

The Mirrodin Cycle commenced with the release of the Mirrodin expansion
in 2003. This set introduced players to a wondrous world of gleaming
metals and intricate machines, where the enigmatic planeswalker Karn had
designed a shimmering, metallic realm as an experiment in artifice.
However, this creation would soon face a formidable threat.
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The Phyrexian Invasion

From the insidious depths of New Phyrexia, a relentless horde of Phyrexian
horrors emerged, their twisted bodies and insatiable thirst for perfection
posing a grave threat to Mirrodin's fragile existence. Led by the cunning
Elesh Norn, the Phyrexians sought to corrupt and assimilate all that stood
before them.

The Darksteel Eye's Discovery

Amidst the chaos and conflict that engulfed Mirrodin, the Darksteel Eye
was discovered. This potent artifact, composed of nigh-indestructible
darksteel, became a beacon of hope for the beleaguered Mirrans. Its
inherent properties granted immense power and protection, making it a
formidable weapon against the Phyrexian invaders.

Karn Liberated

As the conflict between Mirrodin and New Phyrexia raged on, Karn's
destiny became irrevocably intertwined with the Darksteel Eye. Through a
profound connection to the artifact, Karn underwent a transformative
experience, becoming Karn Liberated, a planeswalker imbued with
extraordinary abilities.

The Mirrodin Besieged Expansion

The Mirrodin Besieged expansion, released in 2011, delved deeper into the
escalating conflict between Mirrodin and New Phyrexia. The stakes were
higher than ever, with the fate of both worlds hanging in the balance. The
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Darksteel Eye played a pivotal role in this epic struggle, as Karn Liberated
wielded its might to rally the Mirrans against the relentless Phyrexian
hordes.

The New Phyrexia Expansion

In the harrowing New Phyrexia expansion, released in 2011, the
Phyrexians' invasion reached its zenith. Mirrodin had fallen, and New
Phyrexia emerged as a twisted reflection of its former glory. The Darksteel
Eye, once a symbol of hope, now served as a haunting reminder of the
Phyrexian victory.

The Darksteel Eye in Modern Magic

Despite the Phyrexian conquest of Mirrodin, the Darksteel Eye remains a
potent artifact in Modern Magic: The Gathering. It has since been featured
in numerous expansions, including Scars of Mirrodin and Modern Horizons,
showcasing its enduring significance and power.

Card Features and Abilities

The Darksteel Eye is a legendary artifact with an equip cost of 2. When
equipped, it grants its wielder two significant abilities:

Indestructible: The creature equipped with the Darksteel Eye cannot
be destroyed by any means, making it an incredibly resilient force on
the battlefield.

Protection from Black: The creature gains protection from black
cards and abilities, providing a defensive advantage against Phyrexian
and other black creatures.



Deck Strategies and Synergies

The Darksteel Eye proves to be a valuable asset in various deck strategies.
It excels in decks that focus on creature protection, such as Voltron decks,
where a single creature is equipped and powered up to dominate the
game. Additionally, the artifact's protection from black makes it particularly
effective in matchups against black-heavy decks.

The Enigmatic Legacy of the Darksteel Eye

Over the years, the Darksteel Eye has cemented its place as an iconic
artifact in Magic: The Gathering. Its unique combination of indestructibility
and protection from black has made it a staple in competitive decks and a
fan favorite among players. The Darksteel Eye's legacy transcends its in-
game functionality, embodying the captivating lore and compelling
characters that make the Mirrodin Cycle such an enduring and beloved part
of Magic's vast tapestry.

Additional Resources

Darksteel Eye on Gatherer

The Mirrodin Cycle on Wizards of the Coast

Darksteel Eye on EDHREC
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